
Everything You Need To Run Your Dealership, in One Place.

Workshop/Mobile

Maximise the efficiency and profitability of your 
workshop with intuitive job entry as well as 
easy access to history, warranty and reports. 
Simplify your daily planning and invoicing 
using a workstation terminal or mobile app to 
scan and upload information directly into Gold.

Parts Control Wholegoods Accounting & Payroll

Hire Management CRM / Sales Prospecting Point of Sale Management / Reporting

Maintain control of your parts business and 
reach your full revenue potential by managing 
inter-depot stock transfers, tracking current 
stock, linking to manufacturers for your 
extended assortment and selling accurately 
with price updates from suppliers.

Control every aspect of your wholegoods 
business – from inventory management to the 
profitability of each deal – and easily track your 
history with our powerful analysis tools.

Improve your cashflow and profitability using 
the full operational integration with our inbuilt 
accounting suite, which allows you to easily 
automate payments, review costs to protect 
your bottom line and monitor all your finances 
in real time.

Manage your fleet using service maintenance 
schedules, which lets you view the availability 
of equipment and take advantage of our 
flexible charging features.

Engage with your customer base using 
up-to-date information and increase your 
conversion rates with powerful prospecting 
features such as analysis and auto event 
creation.

Gain control of your sales with easy quotations 
and advice notes. Produce invoices for 
immediate payment, restock efficiently on the 
go and link to batch invoices to save time and 
focus on increasing sales revenue.

Use one system to take control of crucial data 
and gain a comprehensive view of your entire 
business by automatically creating and 
exporting reports.



Trusted By Dealers Like You

Neil Taylor
Company Director

„
In the past, we didn’t have the time to sit down 
and do the figures, so we went on instinct. Now, 
Gold allows us to do everything at the push of 
a button. It also gives me the security of always 
knowing exactly where we are, which is critical 
for cash flow purposes.

Knowing where you are gives you the ability to 
plan ahead, so if you know you’re 20% behind on 
sales, for example, you know something needs 
to be done.
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Ring us today to find out how Ibcos Gold can help you 
better manage your machinery dealership!

+44 (0)1202 714200 | www.ibcos.co.uk


